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LETTER FROM JOHN LYNCH

Dear Parents,
As the General Manager of the San Francisco 49ers, I’d like to thank you for bringing your family into the larger 49ers family by joining 49ers PREP Flag Football. Football has taught me so
much in my life and I am excited for the life skills that your child will gain, as well. 49ers PREP
works collabora- tively with our local partner organizations like your local police athletic league
or city recreation league to create a safe and positive environment for your child that fosters
sportsmanship while building skills on and off the field.
Flag football is a fun and exciting sport played by girls and boys across the country. Participants
in 49ers PREP Flag Football will learn fundamental skill development of America’s
favorite game in a non-contact environment.

John Lynch
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LEAGUE GOALS
On behalf of the San Francisco 49ers Foundation, thank you for participating in 49ers PREP.
49ers PREP’s flag football program provides boys and girls age 7-14 the chance to play flag
foot- ball for free. Together, with you and our host organizations, we create a safe and enjoyable
environment where participants develop skills on and off the field. We hope this handbook will
provide you with all the tools you need as a player or family.

WHY PLAY?
One of the most important aspects of 49ers PREP Flag Football is fun. If games and practices are
fun, children develop a positive attitude towards physical activity and a healthy attitude toward
exercise and play.
49ers PREP Flag Football creates a positive, healthy environment by having the participants work
together as a team to create and accomplish common fitness goals. The goals can be how many
laps a team can run or jumping jacks participants can do. Coaches record how many they were
able to do at the beginning of the season and how many that can do by the end. Players see how much
they improved during the course of just one season encouraging them to set goals
and celebrate progress.
All coaches will receive in-person training and must clear a background check. Coaches receive
a detailed handbook that lists drills and exercises to help participants achieve their goals. You’ll often
see these positive signals or gestures (e.g. thumbs up or fist pump) come from teammates and
coaches when they want to recognize someone for a job well done. Kids develop self-confidence the
more they are acknowledged for their effort.
We need the community to help create this atmosphere. Many of our coaches and referees are local
mentors or leaders who either work for a community partner or volunteer their time to help run our
leagues. It’s with their hard work that makes our leagues a success.

ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT
Research shows that young people who participate in athletics get better grades, devote more hours
to studying, think more about their future, aspire to attend and graduate from college, and have lower
suspension and expulsion rates. Through sports, kids learn about time management and discipline.
Teammates often support each other on and off the field, helping one another keep track of schedules
and academic responsibilities.
Coaches receive training on how to keep track of off field success and ways to empower their players
in the huddle and in their community through Team Tasks. Families are encouraged to keep coaches
informed about school work and behavior outside of flag football.

NON COMPETITIVE PLAY
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49ers PREP Flag Football is designed to promote sportsmanship. We do not keep score because we
want the focus to be on healthy play and fun rather than winning. We aim to create an environment
that fosters comradery in a safe and positive atmosphere. Players do not receive grades and aren’t
measured by their skill level. Coaches focus on fun and acknowledge teamwork rather than scoring.
For example, players are encouraged to help others off the ground and to return a flag back to the
player who had their flag pulled.

CHARACTER DEVELOPMENT
49ers PREP Flag Football also encourages participants to develop character on and off the field.
Through “Team Tasks.” players will receive assignments in which they accomplish goals such as
picking up litter, donating clothes, helping with chores, and other helpful activities over the
course of a season. A portion of the Team Tasks will be trivia based. Players test their research
skills to answer questions relating to flag rules, exercise, safety, and the history of the NFL.
Parents and coaches check off tasks as they are completed.

WEEK		CHARACTER WORD		COMMUNITY			PREP TRIVIA
ONE		INTEGRITY			CLEAN UP			FIELD AND GEAR
TWO		HONESTY			NEIGHBORLY HELP 		RULES AND PENALTIES
THREE		LOYALTY			HELP AT HOME		SAFETY
FOUR 		PERFORMANCE

DONATION			CODE OF CONDUCT

FIVE 		COMMITMENT			RECYCLE 			NUTRITION		
SIX 		

DETERMINATION		

HELP A TEAMMATE 		

49ERS TRIVIA
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EXPECTATIONS FOR FAMILIES

The Big Picture in Youth Sports
A Second-Goal Parent® recognizes that there is a little picture and a big picture in youth sports.
The little picture concerns things like whether the child is playing the right position, the team is
winning, etc. The big picture, which often gets drowned out by the little picture, is about what the
child is learning from youth sports. There are two broad goals in youth sports: striving to win and
building character so kids develop into successful, contributing members of society.
As important as winning may seem, Second-Goal Parents® let coaches and athletes worry about
the first goal of scoreboard results. Second-Goal Parents® have a much more important role to
play: ensuring their children take away lessons learned from flag football that will help them be
successful in life. That is the big picture.
Keeping your focus on the big picture is much more vital than being an extraneous back-seat
coach. As family, you have direct influence over how your child perceives the life lessons taken
away from their sports experience.

Endless Procession of Teachable Moments
If you embrace your role as a Second-Goal Parent®, it will transform the way you see youth
sports. It will help you seize the endless procession of teachable moments that will be presented to you when you look for them.
What might have seemed like a disappointing loss or a failure by your child becomes an opportunity to reinforce resiliency. A tough competition in forbiddingly hot, cold, or nasty weather can
prompt a conversation with your child about learning to enjoy challenges. Whether your child
succeeds or fails on the playing field, you will be able to use the experiences to reinforce the kind
of person you want him or her to be.
A Second-Goal Parent® focuses relentlessly on the big picture – helping children
take away the lessons that will help them
be successful, contributing members of
society. And, in the process a Second-Goal
Parent® is able to better enjoy children’s
youth sports experience, which will end all
too quickly.

SOURDOUGH’S 49ERS FUN
FACT: The 49erS first
season was 1946.
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FAMILIES CODE OF CONDUCT
Like players, families are an integral part of the football experience for their children. As such,
families are also expected to act respectfully at all times. This includes acting in an appropriate
manner at all clinics, practices, games, tournaments, etc. It also means treating those people in
a position of authority (i.e. coaches, referees, field supervisors) with respect. Referees will have
the ability to give an unsportsmanlike conduct penalty to the team if a spectator is acting in an
inappropriate manner. Inappropriate behavior by spectating families can negatively impact the
team as much as a player can on the field. If a team receives two unsportsmanlike conduct
penalties in one game, the game will be stopped and the offending team will lose by forfeit.
If a family member has a concern regarding the league, the referees, their player’s team or the
coach, a meeting should be scheduled with the league supervisor and all other necessary parties
so that a solution can be reached.
Keep Winning in Perspective
Families want to win, of course, but not at the cost of integrity, safety, or the character development of each athlete.
Know How to Just Watch the Game
Families are positive spectators who don’t coach their kids during the game or yell instructions
to the coach on how to do his or her job.
Cheer for Every Player										
No doubt families will cheer for their own kids more enthusiastically, but that should not keep
you from showing support for every player.
Families Will Accept Responsibility for their own Negative Emotions
			
Don’t blame the coach, official, or opposing team for frustration and anger.
Families Will Show Love to all Children No Matter How They Perform			
Very often that will require families to bite their tongues and resist the urge to critique after
every game. However, feel free to share positive messages as often as possible.
Know When to Let Go				
Families learn to let kids push themselves and
find solutions to tough situations.
Seek to Understand the Coach			
Instead of forming quick judgements about a
coach’s actions, families should show patience
and ask questions that will help them grasp
the “why” behind the what.
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SOURDOUGH’S 49ERS FUN FACT:
The 49erS hAVE WON 5 WORLD
CHAMPIONSHIPS IN THEIR
STORIED HISTORY!

EXPECTATIONS FOR PLAYERS
Players are expected to treat coaches, referees and league representatives with respect at all
times, whether in practices or games. If a player is acting inappropriately during a practice
or game, a conference might be needed with the coach, player, player’s family and the league
supervisor all present to set specific expectations. Players will be given one warning regarding
their behavior. Should a player continue to act in a disrespectful or disruptive manner, he/she
will be removed from the league.
Players are also expected to act respectfully while on the field. If the coach notices disrespectful
behavior, he/she is expected to immediately substitute the player out of the game for a period of
time. If a player is disrespectful to an official, he/she is subject to an unsportsmanlike conduct
penalty, which can result in an ejection from the game. Two unsportsmanlike conduct penalties
during one season will result in the offending player’s removal from the league.

Endless Procession of Teachable Moments
49ers’s PREP mission is to make youth sports a development zone to cultivate better athletes,
better people. 49ers PREP’s Triple-Impact Competitor® model does just that.
The hallmark of a Triple-Impact Competitor® is “better.” 					
Better is reflected in the Olympic Motto – “Citius, Altius, Fortius!” – “Faster, Higher, Stronger! “
In the Olympics it isn’t about being fastest, highest, strongest. Even if you are the best in the
world in your event, you still want to improve.
A Triple-Impact Competitor® works on three levels:
Self: Make oneself better by
• Pursuing mastery by giving maximum effort at workouts, practices, and competitions.
• Improving one’s “mental game” with tools like visualization, positive self-talk, and staying calm
under pressure can be great practices on and off the field.
• Setting goals, tracking progress, and making adjustments when facing an inevitable setbacks.
Teammates: Become a leader who makes their teammates better by
• Filling emotional tanks with encouragement and support.
• Seeking opportunities to help team members improve.
• Show empathy by putting oneself in his or her teammates’ shoes.
• Learning to give constructive criticism - at the right time in the right way.
• Being a team player who prioritizes team success and builds team chemistry.
• Learning to manage and resolve conflicts.
The Game: Guided by the ROOTS of Honoring the Game
(Respect for Rules, Opponents, Officials, Teammates and Self) to make the game better.
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CODE OF CONDUCT
Player’s Code of Conduct
1. Play for the fun of the game.
2. Play by the rules.
3. Cooperate with your coach, teammates and opponents.
4. Work hard for yourself and your team.
5. Never yell or argue at/with the officials.
6. Control your temper and your language.
7. Be a good sport, be a team player and treat all players like you would like to be treated.

RULES
League Rules
1. Every player must have a legal guardian sign a 49ers PREP waiver form for their specific
league before participating.
2. Players must be at least 7 years old by the first practice to participate.
3. Players cannot be older than 14 years old by the first day of practice to participate.
4. Players must be in good standing with partnering organization they want to play for.

Game
1. At the start of each game, captains from both teams shall meet at midfield for the coin toss
to determine who shall start with the ball. The visiting team shall call the toss.
2. The winner of the coin toss has the choice of offense or defense. The loser of the coin toss
has the choice of direction.
3. The offensive team takes possession of the ball at its 5-yard line and has four (4) plays to
cross midfield. Once a team crosses midfield, they have four (4) plays to score a touchdown.
4. If the offensive team fails to cross midfield after four plays or reach the endzone, the ball
changes and the opposition starts its drive from its own 5-yard line.
5. Teams change sides after the first half. Possession changes to the team that started the
game on defense.

TERMINOLOGY
Terminology
Boundary Lines - The outer perimeter lines around the field. They include the sidelines and back
of the end zone lines.
Line of Scrimmage (LOS) - An imaginary line running through the point of the football and across
the width of the field.
Line-to-Gain - The line the offense must pass to get a first down or score.
Rush Line - A line running across the width of the field seven yards (into the defensive side)
behind the line of scrimmage. Ref may use rope marker to mark Rush Line.
Offense - The team with possession of the ball.
Defense - The team opposing the offense to prevent it from advancing the ball.
Passer - The offensive player that throws the ball and may or may not be the team’s quarterback.
Rusher - The defensive player assigned to rush the quarterback to prevent him/her from passing
the ball by pulling his/her flags or by blocking the pass.

SCORING
Scoring
1. Touchdown: 6 points
2. PAT (Point After Touchdown): 1 point (5-yard line) or 2 points (12-yard line)
Note: 1 point PAT is pass only, 2 point PAT can be run or pass.
• A team that scores a touchdown must declare whether it wishes to attempt a 1-pt.
conversion (from the 5-yard line) or a 2-pt. conversion (from the 12-yard line).
Any change, once a decision is made to try for the extra point, requires a charged time
out. Decision cannot be changed after a penalty. Interceptions on conversions can be
returned, and the defense will be awarded 2 points for the conversion, regardless of
whether the interception occurred on a 1 or 2 point try.
3. Safety: 2 points
• A safety occurs when the ball carrier is declared down in his/her own end zone.
They can be called down when their flags are pulled by a defensive player, their flag
falls out, they step out of bounds or they hit the ground with their knee or arm.
A safety also occurs when there is an offensive penalty in the end zone.
4. Mercy Rule: After one team is winning by 35 points or more, the losing team gets one offensive series to continue regulation play. If they do not score, the game goes into scrimmage
mode playing without any more scoring or losing team can forfeit.
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ROSTER
Roster
1. Home teams wear red color jerseys; visiting teams wear white color jerseys.
2. Teams must consist of at least 6 players, with a maximum of 8 players.
3. Teams must start a game with a minimum of 5 players. In the event of an injury, a team with
insufficient substitute players may play with four players on the field, but no fewer than four.

EQUIPMENT
Equipment
1. The league provides each player with a flag belt and 49ers PREP reversible jersey Teams
will use the footballs provided by their league.
2. Players must wear shoes. Football cleats are encouraged; however, cleats with exposed
metal are not allowed and must be removed. Cleats must be rubber or plastic on the bottom.
3. Players may tape their forearms, hands and fingers. Players may wear gloves, elbow pads,
and kneepads. Braces with exposed metals are not allowed.
4. Players must remove all hats, watches, earrings and any other jewelry that the officials
deem hazardous.
5. Official 49ers PREP jerseys must be worn during play.
6. Player’s jerseys must be tucked into the pants if they hang below the belt line.
7. Sweats or shorts with no pockets must be worn.
8. No adhesive like substances that may enhance performance play.

SOURDOUGH’S 49ERS FUN FACT:
The 49ers first stadium was
kezar stadium in san francisco.
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FIELD LAYOUT
Field
1. The field dimensions are 30 yards by 70 yards with two 7-yard end zones, and a midfield
line-to-gain. No-Run Zones precede each line-to-gain by 5 yards. Stepping on the boundary
line is considered out of bounds.
2. No-Run Zones are in place to prevent teams from conducting power run plays. While in the
No-Run Zones (a 5-yard imaginary zone before midfield and before the end zone), teams
cannot run the ball. All plays must be pass plays. The only time a run can be performed
from this point is if the quarterback is rushed. The quarterback cannot directly run with the
ball until the defense crosses the rush line. At that point, the quarterback may scramble, or
may advance the ball beyond the line of scrimmage. The quarterback is the offensive player
that receives the snap
3. If the defense decides to rush in a no run zone or in a pass only situation, the quarterback is
allowed to run the ball. No handoffs or pitches in the No-Run Zones.
4. Each offensive team approaches only TWO No-Run Zone in each drive (one zone 5 yards
from midfield to gain the first down, and one zone 5 yards from the goal line to score a TD).

About 49ers PREP

49ers PREP is the evolution of our youth football program, providing a
boots-on-the-ground approach to serving Bay Area youth. 49ers PREP
provides children ages 5-18 with the opportunity to experience football through a multitude of diverse programs aimed at creating young,
healthy leaders on and off the field. We bring our program to schools
throughout the Bay Area and over 60% are Title 1 designated sites.
With grassroots efforts that include hosting free youth flag football
leagues and free youth football camps, 49ers PREP has increased youth
participation by 59% since 2013. While promoting a more enjoy- able,
safer game for boys and girls, 49ers PREP engaged more than 32,000
participants in 2017 and hosted 144 events in partnership with the NFL’s
“Play 60” initiative, which encourages children to get outside and play for
60 minutes each day.

About the 49ers Foundation

The 49ers Foundation harnesses football to educate and empower
Bay Area youth through collective and innovative community-focused
strategies. From award-winning STEAM education and nationally
recognized youth football programs, to impactful community
partnerships with leading non-profits, the 49ers Foundation is tirelessly
dedicated youth need to tackle what is possible. Last year alone, the
49ers Foundation invested more than $4 million back into the Bay Area
community and in its 27 years in existence has donated more than $40
million.
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